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ConocoPhillips’ journey to full quantitative assessment of project cost and schedule

Paul McNutt, Manager Project Risk & Reviews
CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE “SAFE HARBOR” PROVISIONS
OF THE PRIVATE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995

The following presentation includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, which are intended to be covered by the safe harbors created thereby. You can identify our forward-looking statements by words such as "anticipates," "expects," "intends," "plans," "projects," "believes," "estimates," and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements relating to ConocoPhillips' operations are based on management's expectations, estimates and projections about ConocoPhillips and the petroleum industry in general on the date these presentations were given. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Further, certain forward-looking statements are based upon assumptions as to future events that may not prove to be accurate. Therefore, actual outcomes and results may differ materially from what is expressed or forecast in such forward-looking statements.

Factors that could cause actual results or events to differ materially include, but are not limited to, crude oil and natural gas prices; refining and marketing margins; potential failure to achieve, and potential delays in achieving expected reserves or production levels from existing and future oil and gas development projects due to operating hazards, drilling risks, and the inherent uncertainties in interpreting engineering data relating to underground accumulations of oil and gas; unsuccessful exploratory drilling activities; lack of exploration success; potential disruption or unexpected technical difficulties in developing new products and manufacturing processes; potential failure of new products to achieve acceptance in the market; unexpected cost increases or technical difficulties in constructing or modifying company manufacturing or refining facilities; unexpected difficulties in manufacturing, transporting or refining synthetic crude oil; international monetary conditions and exchange controls; potential liability for remedial actions under existing or future environmental regulations; potential liability resulting from pending or future litigation; general domestic and international economic and political conditions, as well as changes in tax and other laws applicable to ConocoPhillips' business; limited access to capital or significantly higher cost of capital related to illiquidity or uncertainty in the domestic or international financial markets. Other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements include other economic, business, competitive and/or regulatory factors affecting ConocoPhillips' business generally as set forth in ConocoPhillips' filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), including our Form 10-K for the year ending December 31, 2008. ConocoPhillips is under no obligation (and expressly disclaims any such obligation) to update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

Cautionary Note to U.S. Investors – The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission permits oil and gas companies, in their filings with the SEC, to disclose only proved reserves that a company has demonstrated by actual production or conclusive formation tests to be economically and legally producible under existing economic and operating conditions. We may use certain terms in this presentation such as “oil/gas resources,” “Syncrude,” and/or “Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) proved reserves” that the SEC’s guidelines strictly prohibit us from including in filings with the SEC. U.S. investors are urged to consider closely the oil and gas disclosures in our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2008.
Agenda and Messages

• Agenda
  - The Challenge
    • Embedding Quantitative Risk Assessments in an emerging Project Development Organization
  - The Path
    • The People, Processes, and Tools required to enact positive change
  - The Result
    • Impact on Cost and Schedule Predictability

• Take-away Messages
  - We have fundamentally restructured how risk is quantified and communicated to senior management
  - The central document is the Contingency Breakdown Report. It is a commitment between the Project Team and Senior Management
The ConocoPhillips Way

SAFE

We will not compromise on our commitment to execute projects safely and deliver operating assets that are safe for people and for the environment.

TRANSPARENT

We will openly and frequently communicate project status, priority risks, and issues.

PREDICTABLE

We will consistently deliver on our promised AFD and AFE targets. We will consistently deliver operability at or above the AFE target.

COMPETITIVE

We will consistently deliver competitive projects from a safety, cost, schedule, and quality perspective that outperform our industry peers.
Project Portfolio Radar View Dec 2009

Define (Net $):
- Tier 1: <$75M
- Tier 2: >$75M – <250M
- Tier 3: >250M – <1B
- Tier 4: >1B

Data Date: Dec 09   Print Date: Jan 10
Project Presence Across the World

Data from eReport Sep/09

ConocoPhillips
Project Development
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We are ~1800 people managing a $108 B net portfolio with an annual capital spend of $4-8 B net.

Trends for 2010-2012 include:
- Replacing contractors with employees
- Enhance the COP-way
- Gain transparency and predictability
- Central organization at steady state
- The toolkit largely built, limit changes
- Focus on quality implementation
- Charles Rivers validated pathforward
- New and challenging opportunities
- Average project size is increasing
- New country entry (Abu Dhabi, KSA)
- Largest ever operated in existing BUs (Surmont 2, APLNG)
Project Risk and Reviews enable transparent communication and improve project predictability

2007 to 2009

**Risk Management**
- Risk Register 1.0 then 2.0
- Contingency Breakdown Report established 2008
- Contingency Drawdown 2009

**Engagements & Reviews**
- Engagement Process and Planning established 2008
- AFF review dropped and fit-for-purpose reviews emphasized
- Legends Program started

**People and Training**
- Central team of 4 risk specialists and 4 Upstream BU specialists established
- Central engagement manager team of 6 established, roles defined and codified

2010

**Risk Management**
- Emphasize execution risk management with coordinators
- Introduce management reserve and stretch targets

**Engagements & Reviews**
- Enhance Engagement Plan quality, depth, and coverage
- Formalize review framework
- Expand Legends and define role versus consultant

**People and Training**
- Expand training to teams through Capstone (PDC), online aids, and thorough Standards and Procedures
- Enable risk coordinators on projects

2011+

**Risk Management**
- Thorough post audits complete the cycle on projects risked in FEED
- Expansion to project drilling and portfolio-level risking

**Engagements & Reviews**
- Reviews are inclusive of partners
- Seamless integration with PAG and other corporate functions

**People and Training**
- Best project engineers are rotating through coordinator and specialist roles
- Best project managers are rotating through as engagement managers
Cost build-up illustration and definitions

P50 Total Installed Cost*

Drilling Cost (if applicable)

Contingency
(Sum of Uncertainties)

Schedule Risk Events
Cost Risk Events
Estimate Variance

Facility Cost
Estimate Premise

Management Reserve
(Sum of Risk Events)

Stretch Target
(Premise plus Variance)

P50 Facilities Installed Cost
(Stretch Target plus Management Reserve)

Project Development Manages FIC for projects >$75 MM net

*All cost elements include associated escalation
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Contingency Breakdown Report (CBR) is the transparent “contract”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate Breakdown and Cost Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost Risk Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule Variance and Risk Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escalation Scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Project Description**
- **Explanatory Notes**
- **Foreign Exchange Sensitivity**
- **Excluded Risks**
Risk Management Interfaces

- Risk Model
- Quantified Risk Details
- Risk Register
- eReporting
- Contingency
- Risk Register
- Modeling Results
- EPMS
- Drawdown Chart
- Risk Register
- Progress Curve
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The result of changes to date is that project performance is improving significantly.

According to Charles Rivers Associates:

“ConocoPhillips’ Project Development Organization is on the right path to effectively support world class project delivery”

Data is averaged on a cost-weighted basis for projects greater than $75 MM net.
Back-up Slides
As expected, the data show a tendency for contingency to decline over stage gates.

\[ y = -0.027x + 0.248 \]
## Risk Category Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic</th>
<th>Tactical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>less tangible</td>
<td>tangible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harder to quantify</td>
<td>Easier to quantify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Organizational

**Definition**

“Degree of complexity”

What people, processes, or tools do we lack to successfully execute the project?

**Examples:**
- Team selection, change management, processes and procedures

### Stakeholder

**Definition**

“Degree of control”

Who influences our project outcomes?

**Examples:**
- Partner misalignment, permit delays

### Technical

**Definition**

“Degree of difficulty”

How difficult is it to complete the project?

**Examples:**
- Arctic conditions, pipe corrosion

### Tactical

**Definition**

“Degree of readiness”

What are we building? How ready are we?

**Examples:**
- Scope defined, contracts, onshore/offshore

### Internal

### External
The percent of total number of uncertainties identified by type has remained quite stable across time periods.
The percent of total risk event impact has changed, but changes in the project slates and small sample sizes make drawing conclusions difficult.